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Conjecture by Trudy Myrrh Reagan 
‘Humans look for patterns in space 

and time. The invented or discovered 
patterns that interest me most are the 
‘Ones of great explanatory power, the 
tools for thinking we cll conjectures. 
"About ten years ago I began a 

quest to collec all sorts of hexagonal esigns to make modular at. Because 
Of the wealth of material available, 
the problem was to choose ropies that 
‘would eliminate all but the most 

‘epresented atthe upper right by ® 
‘Moebius Band. I isthe study of 
‘object in space having few or many 
‘dimensions. 
Below its a quark diagram, 

‘explaining some behaviors ofthe 
Smallest subatomic particles which 
exist in space. Einstein went 30 far as 
{say that particles are simply & 
perturbation of space itself 

"AC the bottom of this work is 
collection of atoms witha crude 
‘epresetaton ofthe pats of thee 
‘dectrons. The nucle are the focal 
points around which the electrons 
‘evolve Electrons and particles inthe 
‘nucleus are composed of quarks 
‘Moving up onthe left, we come 10 

molecules of sulphur-6 a8 they stack 
themseves into crystals eventually 10 
become large eoough for us to 
perceive at matter. The sitcided 
‘Objects shown here represent the 
llmost-empry shells of buzzing cdectrons(Fepresented by a different 
convention inthe previous diagram), 
cond on Pag? 
is pvt pciones privy a 
Memerp sootcatn page 

‘A close look revels that David 
“Thoemburg’s symmetrical figree 
design isa fracal, which is 10 say, the largest units are created from & 
Fepeated shape that is similar to it 
‘wich sin turn created from a sti 
Smaller version of lself, ooo ad 

] 4 i t I 

‘Logo, which he has done so much to 
popularize. He has this to say about 
turtles in his book, Discovering Apple 

"Much of the excitement 
surrounding Logo is a result of is 
Incorporation of beautifully simple 
and powerful graphics envionment, 
‘Pictures are ceated onthe display 

Drocedure of the object being drawn, ‘As this book is devoted primarily to 
‘turtle graphics," its perhaps 
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Synopsis of "Making Data Re 
Ylem Forum, February 1985, San Francisco 

The Japanese video artist Masahiko one takes reality, and Yrom it 
extracts doa ("that which we choose 
to measure"). Then one takes 
dota ad ties 10 make i "re! 
‘again, tn this process of 
Fepresentation, manipulation, Simulation, and Interpretation, much 
is revealed and, often Incidentally, ar 
Is produced. Sich was the theme of 
this meeting 

"Trudy Rengum started us off with 
her circular aphoriim "reality i not 
data/data i not 
knowledge/knomledge is not 
wisdoa/ wisdom is ot reality" 
Pethaps the true theme of the meeting 
is "Making Dada Real 
We watched a movi from Phoenix 

Data Systems ted “Znsigh". The 
‘sound track was unfortunately low 
but we could pretty well piece 
together the imagery, which consisted 
{athe main of “sie” of the barman 
‘body — skull, brain tse, 
‘musculature, and spinal cord. The 
Seemingly 3- dimensional chunks were 

computetgenerated. The computer 
Tpit consted of stacks of fat cross 
sections of the body from CAT scans 
(Computerized Axial Tomography. a 
Kind of X-ray) These reconstructions 
are very useful in surgery, prosthess, 
find meal analysis, Seen in thi 
‘way, people look fot lke steaks. 

Vem March tes 

arash sent us his pce 
Revolution in the Distance”, an 

antic collage of city noises, oy Scenes, space, and skeletal bullings 
Drodacted on a video dizer 

Michael Starks, who has been 
Involved for many years with stereo 
{G-D) television, next shared with us 
Some of his inventions and 
discoveries. The phenomenon of 
Stereo vision (depth perception) 
sold as man hint. He moved that 
‘uring ts development a lot of 
‘monkeys fll out of lot of wees". 
The simadetion of i began around 
13S with the lvention ofthe 
stereoucope (which predated 
photography!) “The peinciple i imple — the 
separation of two Stine! mages (one 
forthe right ey, one for the left) and 
this apparent superimposition. To 
produce these two images, seemingly 
Sapart, many devices have been 
‘sed! camera with two lenses (or 
rims) two cameras carefully 
ploted line drawings: temporal parallax (taking two pictures out 
‘fan sirplane window sevonds 
apart; and, more recently, 
‘rogramming the laws of optica and 
Miewpoint into a computer. Then 10 
{reproduce the two images while 
eeping them separate one ca’ 
physically Separate the eyes (uch as 
(a sereoscope or Viewmaste 
‘make one image fed and the other 
seen ("anaglyphs"; use cross 
polarize filters and passes: in the 
ase of television, send 140 
‘aernating picture signals to be 
viewed through goggles with shutters; 
‘Or even use mullpie images ina 

by Mark Burstein 
lenticular screen (the “Le 
Parallax Panoramagrams 
1930s and 40s and today’s Nimsio 

First, Michael demonstrated the 
iasioo of depth with sides to the 
roomful of people wearing polarize 
plastic glasses. Then we were abe ome up and view his television setup time with the pogsles 

to be worked out ~ image quality, 5 cost, convenience, and the inevitable 
‘Saveston breakdown 
‘Unexpectedly, we were then treated 

to more slides Giucky we all stil 
Ibappened to have those ailylasses!) 
bby Matt Rebholsof the National 
Stereoscopic Asvociation, Being a 
Stereo buf, be always has a packet of 
slider with hm. Among the images 1 
particularly remember trom both 
their collections were: a protein 
‘molecule floating mysteriously above 
he screen; a computer graph of & 
DNA spiral; oceanic topography; a 
cartoon ofa cat being stormed; 



us figures; aril landscapes; cular view of Youemite 
‘an Dik explored 
thetic possiblities of. 

nd mapping. Working on large pmissions, she produces 
ful erations structured oa 
aps. Using photomontage, 
tural elements, landforms, 
ns, hydrology charts, satelite 

ind USGS topographic maps, 
‘(such as a recently 

cd triptych of the Richmond 
ne for Chevron Oil) blur the 
jon between slence and art 
y we saw a film done by Max at Lawrence Livermore 
n "Fusion™ We began with & 
fe sphere, as we travelled 
nto a galactic catastrophic 

judience, Physicit Broce 
rg said that we were seeing 
of deuterium being imploded 
right int tim 
ahs came back on and the 
dicated that all was real once Apparently 

Experiences in Visual Thinking 

ee TT ere Aci AE ES 
This isan interactive book. My 

recollection of teading it seven years 
‘go evokes the dexered intent of the 1980's luncheonette car of an 
"AMTRAK train I as riding atthe 
time. was night. 1 was following 
these instructions in the book 
Look at scene. see i as an 

coveral pattern. follow outlines and 
‘ovat slieot features. 2. Then close 
Your eyes, “et $0" and conjure up the clearest possbi image of what 
you have just seen. 3. Reopen the 
‘yes, compare tis image with realty, 
‘and repeat the proces of analytical 
looking. remember being distressed at the 
inaccuracy of my mental image, but 
ven more do {recall the solitude of 
the enameled pink luch car, the 

Later chapters demonstrated 10 me 
ow internal image formation and 
raving help each other, and together 
‘enerate a prodigious number of. 
KGeas or solving design problems 
McKim brings together notes on 
perception theory, strategies for Sesigning and problem-solving 
‘rays to develop an awareness of 
bee's aesthetic kinestheti ails as 
they work in concert with analytic 
thinklog. Finally, be pushes the 
‘reader 10 use pes and paper to give 
‘Nea to design solutions Hicochetng 
Sn one's head. 
Tam Yond of this book, and 1 

suggest that the conscientious reader 
‘whe does the sometimes wacky 
exercises willbe too. By comparing 
‘my ease in doing them now with my 
Giticaly years ago, 1 sce that 
McKim’s these core: one's 
Dower to visualize can be improved 
‘vith conscious interest and practice. 

— Trudy Myr Reagan 

cn 1965 Yom 5 
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AbOUt the COVEE nest ans Turtle Filigree ean Yom Notes cnmnsronsans 

‘hwarting the expectations of those probably would find the second 
who will ry to solve their {tnswer much mote useful than the « J. first. Each instruction is given with 
‘Where there is thought, the ‘respect to the position and orientation 
possbiity of conjectures about wace ofthe parka he ead of the 
‘As | worked oo this hanging, the 

fexistence and "strange loops”. 
became a conjecture, a tool for 
thinking i its owe Fight 

A MEMORIAL 

“It in the course of some 
wandering I come onto 
something delightful or 
‘exhilarating or beautiful 
‘or insightful, I want to 
{ell someone else about 
what Ihave found. More 
than that, T want to being 
them along with me to 
share what 1 have di 
covered: a view, a feeling, 
a person or a book or a 
new way of looking at 
physies or at justice, or 
Anew way of teaching. 
relativity” 
Frank Oppenheimer 
August 14 1912-February 3, 1985 
Foner and Divetoe 
‘nC the Explortoeium 

WAYDES | GW 
1044 HOWARD STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102 
95/066 709 

"Aa Viem newsletter for July, and a 
{foram at Sanford on August Sed on 
‘the subject of “Life” is being 

z i t : 

cay Yiem Membership. 



Next Forum 

“Designing for Thinking” 
ii pain Vn wae 
Mechanical Universe, a video by Jim Blinn 

Idea Forms, Scott Kim 

The Lorenz system, math film by Bruce Stewart 

Play-Tasting, De Koven 

Motivation, and ‘Flow* 

Dream House, a video by Sally Pryor 

‘resented ae operation wth he Sanford Comper An Sosy Froetwing ends aad wt hae! 
{Bag ew denn ih ou! Prom Noy 1 oH Canin eae ane fs Uae 
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